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Introduction

Floresteca S/A (“Floresteca” or the “Company” or “FSA”) is a forest company focused on the sustainable and responsible management of Teak

plantations in Brazil. Founded in 1994, the Company was established with the objective of developing and managing teak plantations in Brazil.

Floresteca forests produce teak round logs for export markets and firewood.

The Company’s forest operations currently are focused on silvicultural maintenance, including thinning, pruning, pest control, road maintenance,

among others. The current workforce stands at 15 active employees, distributed throughout Floresteca’s 18 teak farms located in the southern portion

of Mato Grosso State. Floresteca’s forest management process is fully sustainable and ensures that the teak plantation activities occur in accordance

with the preservation of the existing native forests reserves. Floresteca has received FSC certification for most of its forests since 1997.

The Company has a Contract for Forest Services and Acknowledgement of Building and Planting Rights dated July 5, 2007 (“Master Agreement”), 

whose latest amendment (“fifth”) and latest addendum (“ninth”) were effective on the date of the accompanying financial statements. The contract was 

entered into by Floresteca S.A. (“FSA”) and the foreign entities Floresteca B.V. (“FBV”) and Stichting Beheer Tectona (“SBT” and/or “Beneficiary”),  

formerly named Stichting Administratie-en Trustkantoor Tectona (“SATT”), whereby the Company agrees to deliver high quality teak forests it has 

planted (“Forest”). At this point in time, neither FBV nor SBT have a permanent establishment in Brazil and the delivery of the physical product to SBT 

is merely notional.

Accordingly, the Company does not deliver a physical forest but is responsible for managing it.

The Company annually submits a Management Plan and Budget (“MP”) to SBT, containing the maintenance plan for the following year covering all 

forest maintenance activities, including thinning, overhead and management expenses, as well as harvesting costs, final cuts and sales relating to final 

cuts concerning the forests belonging to SBT. This MP includes the areas that are eligible for final cuts, and it is available for comments by SBT, prior to 

conclusion. In December 2022, the Company submitted a draft Management Plan for 2023 -2027 to SBT 



Introduction

This Management Plan has been prepared on behalf of FSA by TRC Agroflorestal Ltda (TRC), in its role as external management 

service provider to FSA.

On request of SBT this MP 2023-2027 has been altered from previous MPs in order to abstain from referrals to general financial 

statements of FSA and henceforth will focus on SBT’s results specifically. 



Disclaimer
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This Management Plan was prepared on behalf of FSA by TRC, in its role as external management service provider to FSA, and to be solely used by 

Stichting Beheer Tectona (“SBT” and/or “Beneficiary”) (the “Recipient”). Any and all use of this report other than as expressly authorized herein is 

strictly prohibited, and no other individual or legal entity other than the Recipients is authorized to make use of this Management Plan, except as 

otherwise agreed in writing by TRC. Nothing in this Management Plan is or shall be relied upon as a promise or representation of future events or 

results. TRC prepared this report based on information available to it at the time of its preparation and has no duty to update this Management Plan.  

Statements in this plan involving estimates are subject to change and actual amounts may materially differ materially from those described in this 

Management Plan depending on a variety of factors. As a result of such facts, TRC and  FSA make no representation or warranty, express or implied, 

as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided in this Management Plan or any other representation or warranty whatsoever 

concerning this Management Plan. Recipient´s use of the estimates contained in this report shall be at Recipient’s sole risk. 

TRC and FSA expressly disclaim any and all liability arising out of or relating to the use of this Management Plan. 



Company History
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Floresteca was originally founded as Floresteca Agroflorestal Ltda, under the National Tax Payers Registry number (CNPJ) 74.301.482/0001-56. The

Company began plantation operations in 1994 in the municipality of Jangada, in the state of Mato Grosso, about 90 km from Cuiabá, the State capital.

From 1994 to 1999, it expanded to include areas in Rosário Oeste, near Jangada.

In 1997, Floresteca received Forestry Stewardship Counsel (FSC) Certification, maintained to the present, for most of the plantations under

management. From 1998 Floresteca began planting on third party land through usufruct or land use deal (LUD) contracts. Under these contracts,

Floresteca planted teak on the property of the landowner-partner, who in return is due a percentage of the planted forest as payment, with delivery of

the timber at roadside. The percentage due to the land partners varies as per the specific contracts. All costs associated with silviculture and

maintenance, as well as harvesting and final land clearing for LUD partners are borne by FSA.

Between 1999 and 2000, the Company expanded to the Cáceres and Porto Esperidião regions of Mato Grosso, where there was greater availability

of suitable land for teak plantations, as well as greater availability of support services. Over the years the Company has made changes to adapt to the

ever changing legal and tax environment in Brazil. Today Floresteca is a Sociedade Anonima (SA) and is now called Floresteca S/A (“FSA”) .

In 2015 FSA began final harvests.

In March 2017, FSA agreed to a Management Services and Timber Sales Agreement (MSTSA) with TRC Agroflorestal Ltda (TRC), outsourcing a wide

range of services previously performed by FSA. This agreement allows FSA to maintain continuity in the management of its forests at on economically

advantageous terms, at a variable costs tied to the number of hectares standing annually and assure access to the expert know-how of the largest

teak management company in Brazil. While FSA maintains a small workforce to perform silvicultural maintenance, general administration and

harvesting will be performed by TRC. Previously, FSA sold logs directly to buyers in Asia, incurring significant costs and risks for logistics and

distribution. FSA now sells its timber roadside in Mato Grosso to TRC, greatly reducing the working capital requirements and risks associated with log

export sales (credit/default risk). The logs are sold at market prices and based on an independently produced quarterly benchmark report

for Mato Grosso teak logs.



Assets Location
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From the originally 19.528 hectares planted in Mato Grosso by Floresteca 

S/A, 13.165 hectares were still standing at the beginning of 2022.

Over the course of 2022 (including the expected harvest from the writing of 

this document until the end of 2022), another 1.173 hectares were harvested 

on 5 different projects.

From these, one is completely finished (Duas Lagoas 2002), two are 

expected to be finished by year-end 2022 (Paiolandia 1997 and 1998) and 2 

will still have standing forests through to 2023 (Duas Lagoas 2000 and 

2001).

So, 20 projects adding up to 11.992 hectares, belonging to SBT and 

landowners are expected to be standing at the start of the period of this 

management plan.

Current Standing Areas
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Assumptions
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• Fx rate: For convenience and continuity, we show the accrual P&L, Cash Flow and others financial tables in USD. TRC is considering the most 

up to date market consensus Fx rate from forecasts of the Brazilian Central Bank’s Focus report: BRL 5.20 / USD for the full 2023-27 period.

• Inflation: For the starting period of this management plan, we are considering an inflation for the correction of salaries of 7,02%, which is the 

latest accumulated IPCA (Brazilian CPI). These salaries base the both FSA direct employees as well as TRC harvesting services costs.

• No inflation is considered for the future estimations.



Volumes - Long Term Plan
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The estimated wood flow is obtained through an optimization 

model in Remsoft Woodstock, whose objective is to maximize the 

NPV of the assets, based on the latest inventory data, price and 

costs assumptions.

Although SBT has declared its preference to shorten rotation ages 

as close as possible to 20 years old, there are other limiting 

factors that doesn’t allow harvest to follow integrally to that 

assumption.

Extending harvesting over a longer period may expose 

stakeholders to increased risk but at the same time may benefit 

them financially if these risks do not materialize. TRC stays as 

close as possible to the preference of SBT for a 20 year rotation.

In this graph, we show volumes expected until the end of clear fell 

on all FSA forestry assets under management, considering the 

latest optimization results.



Volumes - Long Term Plan – comparison to last year’s model
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In this graph, we present the comparison between the outputs of 

our long-term Woodstock model between last year and this 

year’s model.

Despite some changes in the timing of operations due to 

changes in assumptions, the total expected production is stable, 

increasing from 973 K m³ in 2022 model to 984 K m³ for 2022 

actuals + 2023 model, a variation of only 1%.



Short Term Harvesting Recommendations
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Regarding production, manager makes the following recommendations:

1. The eligible projects for the final harvest, according to the recommended schedule are:

• 2023 Final Harvests: Duas Lagoas 2000 and 2001 and Cacimba 2002 and 2023 and Barranquinho 2002 and 2003;

• 2024: Final Harvests: Duas Lagoas 2000 and 2001, Bambu 1999 and 2000, Cacimba 2002, Barranquinho 2002 and Santa Maria do

Jauru 2002.

While projects might be eligible for harvest, issues caused by weather events, legal restrictions or market conditions may force alterations on the

harvest schedule. For the next 2 years, we see higher risks in BAM due to litigations with landowners. If needed, projects of similar quality and

yields will be reallocated in order to avoid stops in operations.



Sales and Price
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• Roadside prices – benchmark market report 

(USD/m³):

Logs prices used as a base case for this document are based on 

the benchmark market report sent in October 2022, relative to the 

third quarter. This study excludes FSA and comprises 11 

companies and 85 price samples for plantations throughout the 

state of Mato Grosso. 

As can be noted, prices continued to drop over 2022, following a 

downward trend since the beginning of the pandemic in early 

2020.

No price appreciation or inflation is considered in any of the 

calculations presented throughout this document.
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The total roadside revenues for the year are

calculated by crossing the estimated volumes with

the prices discussed in the previous slides.

They are expected to reach almost USD 9.4M in

2023, representing an average price of USD 81/

m³ for the 116 K m³ projected in sales.

Total revenues and average prices differ year on

year depending on the commercial volumes being

sold and the quality (tree size) of the forests being

harvested, as can be noted by the variation on the

average KPIs for prices, yields and revenues/ha.

Roadside revenues (USD)

Sales and Price



Brazil

India

*Data source: IMF (International Monetary 

Fund)
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Macroeconomic Outlook 

The Covid-19 pandemic strongly impacted emerging markets such

as Brazil and India in 2020. The year of 2021 marked a

global market recovery, followed by global challenges during 2022.

In Brazil, the GDP decreased since 2018 with a steeper drop in 2020

– due the pandemic crisis – and a higher recovery in 2021. It is

forecasted to grow at a smaller pace in 2022 as the world faces a

global inflation and difficulties led by the sea freight crisis and the war

between Ukraine and Russia.

Inflation reached 8.3% in 2021 and is estimated to increase by

another 1% in 2022, back to levels last recorded in 2015.

Unemployment rate has dropped by 1% in 2021 and is forecasted to

reach 10% in 2022, the lowest since 2016.

The government gross debt dropped by 6% in 2021 after reaching

its peak in 2020 and is should decrease 5% more in 2022.

Higher investment rates were recorded in 2021 and it is forecasted to

maintain its GDP proportional level on the following years.

In India, the GDP recovered in 2021 after the pandemic crisis,

followed by a slight deceleration in 2022. Inflation had dropped in

2021, however in 2022 it reached a higher level (6.9%) following a

global trend.



Brazilian Teak Market Outlook
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*Data source: 

Piers, IHS Markit

The Brazilian teak wood market is mainly focused on

planting for exporting. The country’s main producing

regions are the states of Mato Grosso and Pará.

The exported volume strongly decreased during the

second quarter of 2022 as a reflection of the maritime

freight crisis. Brazil is facing higher sea freights for longer

than competing Teak producing countries leading to a

longer period of low teak wood exports.

In the last 12 months, TRC achieved 51% of the Brazilian

Teak market share among its exporting competitors.

The main importing country of Brazilian Teak is India, with

67% of the imported volume in the last 12 months,

followed by Vietnam with 21% and China with 8%.

Vietnam has strongly increased its Brazilian Teak wood

importing share in the last 12 months.



Indian Teak Market Outlook
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*Data source: 

Piers, IHS Markit

India is the main global consumer of Teak wood. Its imported volume

had been increasingly growing since 2017, until it was strongly

impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. During 2021 the country

recovered its importing pace from 2019, as can be seen on the bar

chart. Although the data available for 2022 goes only until August, it is

possible to see the global impact of the many drawback seen in the

year: sea freight crisis, global inflation, rupee depreciation and war

between Ukraine and Russia. All of this directly impacted the trend in

India. It is expected that 2022 imported teak wood volume reaches a

level close to 2019.

India’s main suppliers in the last 12 months, in terms of region, are

Africa with 42% of all imports, followed by South America with 39%

and Central America with 15%.

At country level, Ghana and Ecuador shipped the highest volumes

(18% each), followed by Colombia (13%), Panama (8%), Brazil (8%),

Ivory Coast (8%) and Benin (8%).

Although countries such as Ecuador and Ghana are playing an

important role on India’s Teak imports, they offer thinner logs with

inferior quality and price when compared to TRC’s Teak logs.



Harvesting and Land Clearing
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Cost of Production (USD):

Note: All unitary costs are calculated using the total sales volume.

The cost of production (COP) for the 2023 harvesting to be USD 27,09 per m³

Since production is increasing from 88K m³ to 116 K m³, absolute costs increase. However, at the assumed FX rate of BRL 5.20/USD, this 

corresponds to BRL 140.85 per m³, lower than in  MP 2021, where COP was BRL 144.70 per m³. This decrease in unitary costs can be

justified by the fact that the production this year is coming only from final harvests, where yields are higher than thinnings.

Once a farm has completed its final harvest, the land must be cleaned prior to returning it to the landowner. The cleaning process involves 

extracting the roots, and their subsequent removal from the property, and finally plowing to level the land. The total cost is estimated as BRL  

5.434 / hectare and takes in general about 12 months.

Comparison, in USD
2022 MP 2023 MP Var

Tree Selection USD 0 0

Harvesting USD 809.969 1.067.611 257.642

Forwarding USD 682.948 867.812 184.864

Lot Formation USD 378.572 644.140 265.568

Loading USD 179.091 300.659 121.568

Tax USD 209.568 266.687 57.119

Total USD 2.260.149 3.146.909 886.761

Volume m³ 85.907 116.182 30.275

COP/m³ 26,31 27,09 0,78

Cost Cost

Stump Removal USD 702.714 1.531.019 828.305

Harvesting + 

Land clearing
USD 2.962.863 4.677.928 1.715.066



Forest Maintenance
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Most relevant expenses are on Operational Support and Road 

Maintenance, which are actually linked to the harvesting 

operations, to allow extraction of the wood and the proper 

functioning of machinery.

Weed Control is done with a mower prior to harvesting 

operations to improve traffic conditions and safety inside the 

stands.

Inventory and Firebreak Maintenance are done annually.

Currently FSA has 6 direct employees for its own silvicultural 

activities, but part of these activities planned are performed as 

service either by TRC (inventory and operational support) or 

by third-party contractors (road maintenance) 



G&A
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Annual Management Fee: According to the Management Services Agreement between Floresteca S/A and TRC, a fixed value per hectare (BRL 797, or

USD 153 for 2023) is charged for the administrative services (e.g. treasury, legal, forest planning, IT etc.). This is paid on monthly basis and is updated,

compliant to the MSTSA, per Brazilian IGP-M inflation index (~9% in 2022). These expenses are set to decrease at the same proportion as managed area

decreases

G&A own expenses: Costs invoiced straight to FSA, include the remuneration of the administrators, financial statements audit, among other smaller

costs. In 2023, it is expected to be USD 135 K and are considered to be fixed annual costs.

Legal Expenses: General costs related to litigations in which FSA is involved. Currently estimated at USD 182 K per year, considered to be fixed annual

costs. Additional claims from other defendants in the VTP-case, which now has been closed, can not be ruled out but no provision is calculated in the

above.

Property costs: These expenses refer to local property management staff, infrastructure maintenance, operational and environmental licenses, as well as

FSC certification costs. In 2023, these expenses come to USD 589 K. These expenses are set to decrease at the same proportion as managed area

decreases. Among other expenses, currently FSA holds 7 employees on these functions.



Above slides regarding FSA costs of Forestry Maintenance and G&A have been included with the goal of providing full transparency.

The project results of the plantations presented in the following slide comprise the forestry assets belonging to SBT and landowners  

(LUD) jointly. 

The project results of SBT however are computed by taking into account so called Retainers as depicted in the Master Agreement and 

applied in verified harvest reports and external valuation reports of Sewall. 
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Retainers



Project Results
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The total project results from forests still to be

harvested expected is USD 15,7 M

There is still an outstanding position of USD

13.9 M to be paid from previously published

Harvest Reports until 2021.

2022 Harvest report result is still to be

calculated and will be delivered in the 1Q of

2023.



Legal and Compliance Update
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VTP – Floresteca S/A:

11/22/2022: FLORESTECA and VTP submit to the reporting judge the settlement of the case, whereby, among others, (i) VTP acknowledges the accuracy of the verdict and

COURT OF APPEALS’s decision, final and unappealable, and expressly waives any appeal or cases in Brazil; (ii) VTP acknowledges that it is forbidden to file new cases in

Brazil against the defendants, except for the ratification of the Dutch court decision, between the original parties; (iii) the lawyers for Floresteca and the other defendants waive

the legal attorney fees.

11/24/2022: the settlement is ratified by the COURT OF APPEALS. The VTP case is closed in Brazil, however there is still an ongoing court case in The Netherlands against

its Board of Director.

FAZENDAS PARAISO, TERRA SANTA E BAMBU IV and the LUD claim on FAZENDA PAIOLANDIA still remain, and the update will be sent with each quarterly report.

For 2023 we still have legal fees related to the cases to be paid.



Appendix
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Annual Inventory Summary
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Projects measured in 2022 



Annual Inventory Summary
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Projects measured in 2021 



Thank you!
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